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HEAD COACH BILL O’BRIEN (Transcribed by Stephanie Weaver and Christiana Johns)
Opening statement:
“I don’t have a lot to say, just a bad night. Didn’t coach well, obviously made too many mistakes. Couldn’t move
the ball on offense at all. Thought the defense did some good things but not enough and special teams, we didn’t
play very well. So with that I will open it up to questions.”
Did QB Brian Hoyer end up with a concussion?
“I don’t know that yet. I’m not sure. It looked that way, but I’m not sure yet.”
What difference did QB Tom Brady make in the game tonight?
“Great player, all-time great player. I’ve said it a thousand times. Best quarterback of all time.”
Did DE JJ Watt’s cast limit his pass rushing tonight?
“You know I’ll have to look at that. I don’t think so. I think they did a good job. Give them a lot of credit. They coached
better than us, and they played better than us.”
What was with RB Alfred Blue?
“That was part of the game plan. We went with some other backs, they got some more playing time today than he
did.”
What did you think about the way the Patriots limited not only DE J.J. Watt but WR DeAndre Hopkins?
“They did a good job. Give all the credit in the world to the Patriots. They came here and did a great job.”
What was your thought process with the wildcat play on third and three before QB Brian Hoyer got hurt?
“Yeah, it was a different play and we felt like at that time we hadn’t really moved the ball at all, and we were probably
trying to get a little too cute there, yep. And hindsight being 20/20, you wish you could have that call back. I made
that call, and it just didn’t go well. My fault.”
What was the biggest problem with the offense not getting going tonight?
“Terrible, I’ve got to coach them better. I’ve got to get them to play better.”
Did the Patriots do anything that you weren’t expecting?
“No. They did a great job, played really well and obviously coached really well.”
T DUANE BROWN (Transcribed by Edgar Veliz)
What was the biggest challenge in playing the New England Patriots defensive line tonight?
“Nothing that we didn’t expect. They have some talented guys up there. We ran the ball effectively, but then we
didn’t move the ball more when it counted. When you put up three points at a time, you have to continue to score
touchdowns. We couldn’t move the ball effectively, consistently so, we just have to continue to win our one-on-one
battles. We’ve just got to be sharper than that.”
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What did it do to the offensive line to see QB Brian Hoyer get hit so much?
“It is unacceptable. We take pride in keeping him clean. We’ve been doing a decent job at it this year. We have to
lock in, we have to win our one-on-one battles. We knew they were going to run some line stunts, we’ve just got to
be cleaner with it.”
What does the team need to do to prepare for the game next week versus the Indianapolis Colts?
“We’ve got to get better and go in there and get the job done. That’s it.”
What happened on the personal foul call in the first quarter?
“I guess they were just trying to make a statement at the beginning of the game. I threw the guy on the ground, as
he was starting to get up I hit him. Again, it wasn’t with malicious intent. I didn’t beam him with my helmet. They
thought it was something extra so they threw the flag.”
OLB JADEVEON CLOWNEY (Transcribed by Ryan Cantrell)
You played well this evening, sacking Patriots QB Tom Brady, but, obviously, you wanted the win.
“Yeah, that’s more important than just sacks; it’s about the win. We are trying to win and lead up to more wins, so
hopefully, we can get the ball back rolling.”
Since the Colts lost this week, next week’s game could be for the division title. How important is next week’s
game against the Colts?
“We have to come in Monday and prepare, put this game behind us. The division is still open, we got to get ready
to go.”
Was tonight just a bad night?
“We came here to fight. We didn’t quit. We were just fighting and things happened in the game and you have to
deal with what happened. Now we have to put it behind us and get ready for the Colts next week.”
How tough was it for DE J.J. Watt to play with one hand?
“I don’t know. You have to ask J.J. about it. All I know is that he was out there and still being disruptive and that’s
J.J., hell of a player and we expect him to come out regardless, one hand, no hands, He is a good player and we
are just trying to get ready for the Colts.”
Is this more what you expect from yourself tonight?
“I am just trying to help the team, regardless man, just being disruptive, no plays, no sacks, just trying to be disruptive
and trying to help the defense get stops. If we get more stops and get the ball back to our offense, we get more
chances to score.”
Describe the feeling of looking up and being down big in the fourth quarter.
“The game isn’t over until the clock says zero across the board. We don’t quit, we just keep playing until the clock
says zero and you have to deal with the outcome. Now, we have to go prepare for the Colts.”
DT JARED CRICK (Transcribed by Carla Hartman)
Opening statement:
“I thought we started out strong. We had some missed assignments in the second series when we gave up that big
play to Gronk (Rob Gronkowski). I wish we had a lot of plays back that we didn’t execute. They made us pay for it.”
When you go against a team like the New England Patriots is there isn’t a lot of room for error, right?
“No, they are the defending Super Bowl champs with Tom Brady. You have to be perfect if you want to come out
here and beat these guys. They’re a good team. They are just better than us tonight.”
What are the goals for the rest of the season?
“By no means is this season over for us. We are still in the race. We have a big game next week. We have to get
this one out of our system, and get back to work tomorrow. Get ready for that one.”
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How will you try to win in a place this team has never won before in Indianapolis?
“You have to put that to the side. It’s just another game for us. It’s a big game never the less but we just have to
take the mindset. It doesn’t matter if we haven’t won there or if we have won every game there. This is a new game
so we have to go out there and win this one.”
Is the fact that the Texans have never won in Indianapolis talked about a lot?
“Not really. Obviously, it’s a fact. Not a lot of guys sit there and talk about it every day.”
In the third quarter when you guys go forward on fourth in the middle of the third, does that kill momentum
when you don’t get it?
“I mean, we wish we would have got it. Our job on defense no matter what the offense is going to do, we have to
go out there and execute every play. Do what we have to do to help the team. It doesn’t matter what they do, we
have to go out there and do our job.”
How frustrating is it when the offense can’t get going?
“They have their job to do. We have ours to do. We have to focus about ours, our jobs. They will make their
adjustments. They will do what they have to do, so do we. We aren’t really too worried about their job, we’re worried
about ours.”
What are your thoughts on DE J.J. Watt playing with one hand?
“It’s tough, but it’s football. Things like that happen. He’s a tough guy, he is going to go out there and play like
everybody else in this locker room.”
WR DEANDRE HOPKINS (Transcribed by Omar Majzoub)
What are your thoughts and takeaways from this game?
“They outcoached us. They outplayed us.”
Were you having trouble getting open or what were you seeing out there?
“I was doubled the whole game.”
Is that frustrating?
“No, because that means my teammates are one-on-one.”
Were you expecting to get doubled the whole game?
“Yeah, I was.”
What are your thoughts on making mistakes and starting slow against a good team like the Patriots?
“You can’t start slow against a team like that at all or the results are going to be what happened tonight.”
Do you feel like the team was pressing because of the opponent?
“No not at all. We had a game plan. We stuck with it.”
What do you think about your goals being out in front of you?
“I don’t think anybody in this locker room is hanging their head because all our goals are still in front of us. We’re
not out of reach of anything that we want to accomplish.”
Are you worried about QB Brian Hoyer?
“No, he’s a tough guy.”
You always get a lot of attention. What was different tonight with the Patriots?
“They just had a good game plan against us. They outcoached us. They outplayed us.”
How do you fix this problem next week if the Colts decide to double-team you?
“The guys that are one-on-one have to make plays.”
CB JOHNATHAN JOSEPH (Transcribed by Omar Majzoub)
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How does the locker room feel right now?
“Obviously, disappointed because you never want to lose a ball game but the results are the results. You just have
to learn from it and move on from it.”
What are some of the things they did that were effective against you?
“I think they just moved the ball – I wouldn’t say consistently, but they converted some third downs when we had a
chance to get off the field. For us, we have to put them in third and medium to long. When they are in third and short
range, that is their bread and butter there. Some of those situations and things like that. We had some good pass
rush up front at times. We had some good coverage at times. We just have to be a little bit more consistent
throughout the whole game.”
What was effective about QB Tom Brady?
“He’s always been doing it at a high level. He is very consistent with what he does. He is really smart. You have to
show him different looks on defense, different coverages and disguises. We did that at times today, but anytime
you’re playing a guy like that, you have to do it for a full game.”
Are some of the bad tendencies from early in the season coming back on defense?
“Not at all. Those guys are playmakers on the other side of the ball, too. I looked up at one point in the fourth and
we held them to like probably 200 yards there. They converted some third downs and things like that. I think overall,
anytime you’re playing another good football team, there is going to be plays made on you. You just have to, at the
end of the day, win more than you lose.”
WR NATE WASHINGTON (Transcribed by Laci Theriot)
It looked like you had a real good opportunity for two touchdown catches tonight. What are your thoughts
on those plays?
“He just made a great play on the ball. It is a difficult catch. We knew that all week they do an excellent job when
they have an opportunity to punch through a receiver’s hands and make some plays, and that’s what he was able
to do. Tough catches in his face, and he was able to make some plays and break them up.
How tough is a loss like this?
“It’s very tough. We did a lot of things to try to prepare for this game, and we definitely felt like we were ready, but
we just didn’t get the outcome that we wanted.”
Coach Bill O’Brien talked about the team getting off to a slow start and not executing the keys to the game.
“I think we did have some keys to the game that we could have been better with. You know this is a sound football
team. They did an excellent job tonight. The Patriots did. They were coached well, they played well. We can’t take
anything from them, we just have to be better prepared for next week.”
Just three first downs in the second half and only 36 yards on offense. Did they figure you out at halftime
or make adjustments?
“I don’t know. I think its going to take us to look at some film. Unfortunately, you can’t make those types of
assessments directly after the game. All I know is at the end of the day, they played excellent tonight.They were
well coached. They were better than us tonight. We have to be better than them if we ever have the opportunity
again.”
How ready are you to flip to Indianapolis?
“We are already onto Indy. Right now. There is nothing we can do about this game. I think we will go back in the
lab tomorrow, which is the classroom for us, and try to clean up some of things that we do have on film. It’s definitely
very important for us to move onto Indy as quick as possible. I think we still have a big season in front of us and we
can’t let this game get us down. We just have to continue to plug away at what we do best.”
DE J.J. WATT (Transcribed by Omar Majzoub)
How do you think you played with a broken left hand?
“It poses some problems, but it wasn’t that bad.”
How painful was it?
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“There were times when it was painful. But that’s football. People play with pain all the time.”
How much does playing with a broken hand effect what you want to do?
“It’s not terrible. I mean, I wish I had a hand but I don’t, so you make do with what you got.”
Did anyone come after your broken hand?
“Not really. They had a good game plan. They did a lot of different things. They played well. They executed really
well.”
Was their blocking scheme similar to Buffalo’s?
“I don’t know. They’re a good team. They weren’t going to leave me one-on-one. They didn’t. That’s just the way it
goes. That’s become the norm for me.”
With a huge game next week in Indianapolis, what are your thoughts on still controlling your own destiny?
“You control what you can control. Now we need to work on controlling next Sunday. This Sunday didn’t go the way
we wanted it to. We’ll go back to work and try to control next Sunday.”
Your goals are still in front of you if you win next week.
“Yeah, we need to have a good week of practice, good week of work. Go out there and have a good game on
Sunday.”
Will there be much conversation about the fact the Texans have never won in Indianapolis?
“I mean, it’s something we know. It’s part of our history. It’s something we need to change.”
Did you change your cast at halftime?
“No.”
QB T.J. YATES (Transcribed by Edgar Veliz)
Why was New England so successful on defense tonight?
“They did a good job of getting to us on certain things and getting to the quarterback. We missed some opportunities
down the field. We just couldn’t really string any plays together it felt like, just really get in a rhythm and especially
with that guy on the other side of the ball, you can’t give him too many opportunities to score because he is going
to do it.”
How tough was it to get back in the game?
“Yeah, there wasn’t much of a chance there at the end.”
Do you feel like New England made defensive adjustments at halftime to be so successful in the second
half?
“They played us like we figured they would on film, doing our studies in the week. They didn’t do anything that really
surprised us. We just didn’t really execute that well, didn’t make any plays, just kind of dead out there.”
With QB Brian Hoyer potentially out with a concussion, does this adjust how you will prepare to play next
week?
“No, I prepare the same as every single week, just might get a few more reps in practice, but I’ll go about it the
same way I always have.”
How important is the next game versus the Indianapolis Colts in terms of getting a lead in the division?
“Yeah, it is right there in front of us. We can’t control what happens after that. All we’ve got to do is worry about
Indianapolis and going up there and getting a win.”
How does Indianapolis losing today help you move past this loss?
“That’s all we are worried about - going up there and getting a win. Whatever happened this week, it’s going to be
a different ball game. That same team that probably lost today is not going to be there in Indianapolis. So we’ve just
got to go there, focus on them and go up there to get a win.”
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POSTGAME QUOTES FROM NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS
HEAD COACH BILL BELICHICK
WR DANNY AMENDOLA
QB TOM BRADY
TE ROB GRONKOWSKI
HEAD COACH BILL BELICHICK (Transcribed by Ryan Cantrell and Ellie Pardee)
Opening statement:
“Well, first of all I am real proud of our team this week. It was a tough week. I thought we competed hard all week,
in terms of preparation, on the practice field, we practiced in pads and worked on a lot of fundamental things and
those guys had a great attitude about it. We played a solid game here tonight in all three phases. I thought we got
some good plays out of each group. We competed for 60 minutes and did what we needed to do. It was good and
I look forward to getting back and getting on to Tennessee next week. It was good to come down here and come
out with a win this week. They are a good football team, they have a lot of good players and they play hard, so it’s
good to come down here and win. I felt that we had a lot of guys step up here though and that’s what we need for
our team, everybody needs to contribute.”
Talk about the job the front seven did on defense.
“Yeah, those guys did a good job. We played a lot of different people, that’s what we have been doing along the
front. Our linebackers did a good job they had good coverage, they gave up three big plays, but on a down in
down out basis I thought we competed well, tackled well, we were able to get off the field on third down, had a
couple of stops when they got it down there to hold them to field goals and then a fourth down stop there in the
third quarter. Our red to high red area defense, third down defense, those are some big keys for us.”
What do you think about CB Leonard Johnson performance after being with them for only a few days?
“He’s a pretty experienced player in the league. He’s come around a little bit and has played that position so, but
he worked hard. He worked really hard this week and so did his teammates, Logan (Ryan), Devin (McCourty),
Malcom (Butler), Duron (Harmon), Pat (Patrick Chung) in terms of their communication and I thought that the play
made on the fourth day play in the third quarter where they had their receivers try to run down underneath, we made
combination call on that and he did a good job of taking away the inside route now there and broke it up. It was a
long week, it was a lot of extra work, lot of extra meetings, some good competitive time on the practice field so
hopefully that’ll pay off. Got to give him a lot of credit, he came in and learned and his teammates embraced it and
we got some good plays out of both he and Justin (Coleman).”
Can you talk about what you guys were able to do against WR Deandre Hopkins tonight?
“I mean he made a great play down the sideline. He’s a good receiver. It’s tough, we obviously played a lot of double
coverage on him, but we did a good job battling. We left Malcom (Butler) on in some situations and that was
competitive. You’ve got to double Hopkins, big receiver, got strong hands, he’s kind of always open because of his
size, his length and his catching radius. We got good pass rush and thought we did a good job of battling, making
him work to get open and make the quarterback hold the ball. Sometimes we got some pass rush there. He got his
hands on a couple balls so, that was a good battle.”
How about the return of TE Rob Gronkowski coming back?
“Yeah, I mean he missed one game, so.”
How was he in the red zone?
“Yeah, it’s good to have every player we get back. We want all the players out there.”
How big is this win after dropping the last two games?
“Every week is a big week in the NFL. The fewer games there are the more important they are. We have four left.
This is one of four. Now we have three left. So it would be one of three. Each one gets bigger.”
Could you tell if DE J.J. Watt was slowed by the broken hand?
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“Looked pretty active to me. They move him around quite a bit, get him in some off-the-line positions, playing some
outside linebacker, moved (Whitney) Mercilus down inside, so they flip him from side to side. He was everywhere.
They put him in a lot of different spots, and some of that probably standing up so he probably didn’t have to block
as much with his hands. He has great quickness and he does a good job of ripping across the guys face and next
time taking step like he’s coming up across and is quick enough to come behind. I thought we had a couple big play
runs that really looked like they were going to gain some yards and then Watt made one and (Jadeveon) Clowney
made another one just coming off the back side. We had him blocked too, it wasn’t like they were free off the back
side there. They used their quickness to get around the back side and still long enough and quick enough to make
the play. He’s tough, he’s tough.”
Special teams responded tonight.
“Yeah, we played hard. Look I thought we played hard all the way across the board. LG (LeGarrette Blount) had a
couple tough runs early in the game. Brandon (Bolden) had a tough run at the end of the game to get that last first
down and a lot in between. We took good care of the ball offensively, didn’t turn it over, didn’t really have any
turnover opportunities that we gave and did a good job of securing the ball so that was good. I thought that we tried
to compete against them in the run game. They’re a tough team to run against. Vince (Wilfork) is good. (Jared)
Crick and (J.J.) Watt are good. (Jadeveon) Clowney and (Whitney) Mercilus are good. They’ve got good inside
linebackers, (Benardrick) McKinney and (Brian) Cushing. There’s not a lot of gimme blocks up there.”
Can you talk about the big end of the second quarter?
“Yeah, you know I thought that was a good, good complimentary football on our part, something that’s really been
lacking in the last four weeks. We made a stop on defense. We got the ball back. We got the two-minute warning,
got a first down and were able to finish in the end zone with 14 or whatever it was, 15 seconds, 20 seconds whatever
it was on the clock. It was a great job by our defense of making the stop. Great job by our special teams of putting
us in good field position. Great job by the offense of executing the plays and also using the clock up and we came
back in the second half and had the two close plays that were overturned and ended up getting a field goal, so that
was a big 10-point swing for us. It’s close to being more had we been able to convert those passes that were
overturned. That drive at the end of the half was big and then the start of the third quarter to take advantage of that
opening possession. I thought that 10-point swing obviously was a big help for us tonight.”
WR DANNY AMENDOLA (Transcribed by Francisco Casillas)
Opening statement:
“We scored more points and I think we played better as a team and all way around, special teams, defense played
great and it was cool.”
What changed having TE Rob Gronkowski back out there?
“We just did our base stuff and just having him out there. He’s such a great football player. He makes a good
mismatch on linebackers and he’s really a good football player. Having him out there is great.”
Is it emotional to have him out there, to the kind of attitude that he brings?
“Absolutely, he’s a great player and every time he is on the field he makes plays and we are happy to have him.”
How did you hold J.J. Watt in check tonight?
“I haven’t seen the film, but he is a great player and every time he is on the field you gotta account for him. I saw
him out there with that club, so yeah.”
QB TOM BRADY (Transcribed by Rachel Jacob and Crystin Pactor)
What did you think about how the Patriots responded tonight?
“It was a good team win. A lot of guys contributed. We fought hard, I think our defense played incredibly. Offensively
we did enough. I think we took advantage of some opportunities and didn’t make any really big mistakes so that
was pretty important. I got the ball in the end zone when we had the chance, so just keep plugging along.”
How big of a boost was it to see how well the defense was playing?
“Yeah absolutely. I think it is part of complementary football, you have to play to your strengths and certainly the
defense the last four of five weeks has been incredible. So it’s good when they are on the field. Usually, you don’t
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think about that, our defense has done such a great job in the short field and the muffed punt and the fourth down
stops, so they just did a great job.”
Did you get a little extra excited when you learned Gronkowski was going to be playing this game?
“Yes, he made great plays during the game too. He is just a huge influence on what we do offensively and he really
toughed it out so I am proud of him. He had a big touchdown catch. He is obviously a big part of what we do. It is
good having him out there.”
Does having TE Rob Gronkowski out there calm you down, especially in the red zone?
“Well offensive football is always trust and anticipation and it is certainly that way with Gronk. He is just a great
player, a great teammate, blocking, pass protecting obviously passing game – short, intermediate and deep. He
takes advantage of a good matchup. He is a great player.”
When did Gronkowski come into your vision and how did the play develop?
“We were trying to get him back there so I rolled right further than normal, I don’t know what happened on the play,
but I kind of got flushed, I knew where he was heading and he had a linebacker on him so I thought I’d give him a
chance and usually he comes down with those. That was a great play.”
TE ROB GRONKOWSKI (Transcribed by Lance Jaramillo and Stephanie Weaver)
When did you know you were going to play in the game tonight?
“I mean, I don’t know. Never really thought about it. Just was going through the process throughout the week, seeing
how practice went, seeing how I was feeling after practice and all, I mean just basically all the way up to the game
just making sure I was planning on playing and making sure everything checked out throughout the week and
everything did. It went well, feeling good and it’s great to be back out there with the team.”
How does your knee feel?
“It’s good. Good to go.”
How did it feel to test the knee run blocking?
“It just felt good to be back out on the field. Putting pads on for the first time in a few weeks, getting back in to it.
Just felt good to be back out there playing football again. Being out there with the teammates, just having a great
team win overall.”
Was scoring a touchdown in your first game back icing on the cake?
“It’s always good to make a play, get a touchdown. The icing on the cake is that win.”
What happened on that touchdown play?
“Just had to make a little move, the DB played good defense and Tom (Brady) just put it up there where I just had
to go up, go make a play and I did, so it was just good execution overall.”
How did you break open on the 45 yard catch in the first quarter?
“Oh yeah, I mean, I was running that route and it was taking a while and I couldn’t even see Tom, I had no clue
where he was. Next thing you know I just see the ball go flying in the air coming to me and then I couldn’t see the
ball anymore in that stadium. It went right in to the lights for like half the way and I’m like ‘I know it’s coming to me,’
and then like, when it was like 20 feet coming down I saw it like ‘there it is,’ and just had to make that catch and it
was just a good pass overall.”
Was there urgency to get back as soon as possible after losing two games in a row?
“There was urgency and there wasn’t urgency. Obviously I want to be back out there with my teammates, be back
out there playing football. When you miss a game it’s just hard to watch, you want to be out there playing football
making plays and at the same time you just have to be smart about it, which we were. The organization, myself,
just rehabbing really hard and everything checked out, everything felt good, so I was good to go.”
How hard is it to be smart about when you come back to play?
“It was easy to be smart. Just had to work hard. If you worked hard and you gave everything you gave to get back,
and it wasn’t checking out right, well then you know you gave it all you had. That’s how you can be smart about it.
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Everything just checked out well. Rehabbed hard all week for the last two weeks. It turned out good, and it was
great to be back out there.
Was there a point in practice this week when things changed?
“Let’s just talk about the game. I played. Just worked hard to get back out there. Just missed my teammates and
all. Just want to talk about the game.”
Was there a point in game against Denver that you didn’t think you would come back this season?
“We’re in Houston now. Let’s just talk about this game.”
How much do you pay attention to guys when they are going low when they tackle you?
“I’m just running the ball. Sometimes I don’t even know notice how I get tackled. It’s just how quick the game is,
how quick a move is, how quick a tackle is. You don’t see someone tackling you. You don’t really know how you
got tackled. Definitely watch out for that and try to avoid it as much as possible.”
How satisfying was it to get a playoff berth tonight?
“It was just satisfying to come out here and get that win. That’s all that mattered to the team. That’s all we wanted
to do. Come back out and get on the winning track again, and we did that. It is cool that we clinched a playoff spot
and all, but we’ve still got Tennessee next week. We’ve got a couple more games left in the season. That’s all we’re
focused upon is on our opponent next week.”
What are your thoughts on being back on top of the AFC after falling to number three in the AFC last week?
“You’ve just got to take one week at a time and not worry about what you can’t control on the outside and just worry
about what you can control and that’s getting better. Practicing hard. Focusing on your opponent that week and
making sure you come out prepared for that game that week.”

